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REPORT NUMBER AND CASE STATUS 
Interview Report 002 

 
REPORT TYPE:  
Interview of Shaun Lowery  
 
NATURE OF INCIDENT: 
CSC 4th degree 
 

State of Michigan 
 
SUBJECTS:  
 
SHAUN DOUGLAS LOWERY  

S/A SAMUAL MILLER  3030W. GRAND BLVD. SUIT 10-151, DETROIT MI 48202 
 
S/A ROBERT MENARD 3030 W. GRAND BLVD. SUIT 10-151, DETROIT MI 48202
 
INFORMATION: 
On March 17th, 2021 at approximately 0815 hrs, Agent Menard set up a stationary surveillance on 2201 S. Old 
US Highway 23 (suspected residence of Shaun Lowery). Menard was stationed approximately 230 feet west of 
the residence parked on Birch Run Street. Menard could observe the North, West and south sides of the 
residence. At 0842 hrs Menard observed a white male, bald, wearing black pants, blackcoat and black shoes 
exit the North entrance doors and walk north/east along the sidewalk towards the Church. Agent Menard 
used Bushnell 8X24 power binoculars to assist in positively identifying the subject as Shaun Lowery. Lowery 
entered the west doors of the church and went out of sight.  
 
Agent Menard had researched the church website and knew that Shaun Lowery was serving a Mass at 0900 
and was scheduled to last until 0930. Agents Miller and Menard got into Millers vehicle (S5359) and sat in the 
south east parking lot of the church waiting for Lowery to exit and walk back to his residence.  
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At 1100 hrs with no sign of Lowery, Agent Miller called Shaun Lowery’s office phone and left a message for a 
call back. After not receiving a call back from Lowery, at approximately 1130 Agents Miller and Menard 
entered the parish offices located on the north east portion of the parking lot. Agent Miller spoke to the 
secretary (Sandy) and left his name and cell number for Shaun Lowery to call him back. At 1139 Shaun Lowery 
called Agent Miller on his cell phone, arraignments were made to meet Lowery at his residence. Agents Miller 
and Menard meet Lowery at his residence at the south side entrance door. The Agents identified themselves 
as Special Agents with the Michigan Attorney General’s Office. Agent Miller asked if Lowery was willing to 
speak to the Agents about an incident that the Agents were investigating. Lowery invited the Agents into his 
residence and escorted them to the living room. Lowery sat in a leather and wooden chair in the south east 
corner of the room, Menard was on a white upholstered couch approximately four feet to Lowery’s left and 
Miller was on a white upholstered couch approximately seven feet to Lowery’s front with a coffee table 
between them.  
 
Agent Miller informed Lowery that the Agents were conducting an on-going criminal investigation into the 
Catholic Church. Miller informed Lowery that the Agents were Law Enforcement Officers and that Lowery was 
not under arrest and he could ask the Agents to leave at any time he wanted the conversation to stop. Lowery 
indicated that he understood by moving his head up and down in a “Yes” fashion and stating “Yea, Sure”. 
Miller went on to inform Lowery that the Agents are investigating a tip that the Attorney General’s Office 
received and would like to ask Lowery some questions to better understand the incident that may have taken 
place.  Lowery denied having any life experience that he could recall that would bring investigators to his 
residence. Agent Miller explained to Lowery that the Catholic Church has been investigated and in that 
investigation members of the church have been accused of having sexual relations with minors. Lowery stated 
“Well, I have never done that”. Lowery was asked if there are any relationships that he may have had that 
may not have been with minors but may come into question and be reported to us? Lowery answered that he 
has only had relationships that are consensual.  Lowery went on to say that he has not had any relationships 
recently that may have been misinterpreted as anything but consensual (Lowery’s posture in his chair was 
straight forward, both feet on the floor and each arm and hand along the arms of the chair, his right fingers 
were tapping on the arm rest).  
 
Agent Miller asked Lowery how he communicated with the people that he recently had relationships with. 
Lowery picked up his phone in his left hand and lifted it towards the Agents in a nonverbal gesture indicating 
that he communicates with his phone. Lowery went on to say that he uses social media in conjunction with his 
phone to communicate with others that he is in a relationship with. Agent Miller sensing that Lowery was 
being defensive and vague on the answers he was giving reaffirmed Lowery that the Agents are not working 
for or with the Catholic Church and any policy violations Lowery may have been involved in are not the Agents 
concern. Lowery stated “I have not done anything criminal if that is what you are asking”.   Lowery went on to 
talk about consensual relationships and his interpretation of a consensual relationship. Lowery stated that a 
consensual relationship in his belief is a conversation or relationship with an adult that both agree upon a 
particular behavior.  Lowery went on to say that he has had sexual relation with persons in the recent past. 
Lowery was asked if in these recent sexual encounters that the partner may have felt that the encounter was 
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not consensual. Lowery stated that he has never had the sense that his encounters were not consensual, in 
his life.  Lowery went on to explain his understanding of a consensual relationship involves communication, 
exchange of photos and physical contact that is mutually agreed upon by both persons. Lowery stated that he 
has these relationships with persons a couple times a month (Lowery began to shift in his chair during this 
conversation, alternating crossing his left leg over his right and vice versa).  
 
Agent Miller asked Lowery how he meets the people that he has a relationship with. Lowery stated that he 
either knows the person or he uses social media, chat mediums to contact the person. Agent Menard asked 
Lowery if he uses specific apps to meet people? Lowery stated “Yes, sites like Scruff, Grinder things like that”. 
Lowery went on to say that he uses those sites to meet people. Lowery went on to say that he had accounts 
with these sites, to avoid being recognized Lowery did not post a photograph of himself or his name. Lowery 
stated that he would interact with adults that where on the site and when asked, described an adult as a 
person eighteen years or older. Lowery was asked if he has ever encountered someone under the age of 
eighteen on the site. Lowery stated he has and when that happens, he blocks them. Lowery went on to say 
that when he observes a photo of a person that looks younger than the age on their profile, he asked them 
their age. Lowery stated that his preference is adults and anyone that is not an adult is not his preference. 
Agent Miller asked Lowery if he has ever been with a person that is under the age of eighteen. Lowery stated 
“No” (Lowery continued to shift in his chair).  
 
Agent Menard asked Lowery to explain the process of meeting a person on the app if he is not using a name 
or photo. Lowery stated that you can describe yourself in your profile and if someone is interested, photos 
can be exchanged between the persons on the app. Lowery described the photos as face shots or sometimes 
explicit photos of a person. Lowery went on to say that he has received these types of photos and has send 
both face shots and explicit photos to other people on the app. That are adults. Lowery said that he has also 
sent these types of photos to persons above the age of eighteen that he finds attractive on the apps (Face 
pictures and explicit photos). Lowery went on to explain that if the age of the person he meets is in question 
he will ask them to verify that they are over eighteen and, on some occasions, he has asked the same person 
numerous times to verify their age. When asked how Lowery verifies the age of the person he stated that he 
takes their word for it, “I have never IDed someone. I never felt I had to”. During this portion of the 
questioning Lowery shifted in his chair more often and used his right hand to rub the top portion of his head.  
 
Lowery explained to the Agents that the apps work off the phone’s geographical location. When he wanted to 
meet with someone the app would search the area where he was located and people in the area would pop 
up on the app.  Lowery stated that he has used the Brighton area and other areas when he is travelling when 
engaging the app. Lowery went on to describe a recent dentist and eye doctor appointments that he has had 
in the Ann Arbor area. Agent Menard asked Lowery if he has any affiliation with the Ann Arbor area due to 
doctor appointments there. Lowery stated that he was assigned as a priest to The Saint Francis of Assisi Parish 
in Ann Arbor. Lowery went on to say that the Parish had a school attached to the church. The school was pre-
school thru the eighth grade. Lowery stated that he was responsible to serve a school mass every other week 
and would only go to the school when requested to do so by a teacher. Lowery explained the times he was 
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asked to go to the school was to perform confessions with the students or on Ash Wednesday he was asked to 
read the kids a story and distribute ashes to them. Lowery went on to say that he used to be a teacher and he 
told the teachers at Saint Francis of Assisi that he did not want to be always disturbing their classes so he 
would only come by when they asked him to. Lowery stated that he had little interaction with the kids at the 
school. Lowery’s posture during this questioning was sitting straight forward with both feet on the floor. His 
right arm was bent across his chest with his right hand over his heart. Lowery was tapping with his right hand 
onto his left breast area of his chest.  
 
Agent Miller asked Lowery if while using the apps, has he ever met anyone that was a student or teacher at 
the school/Parish he served at in Ann Arbor. Lowery stated that he is not aware of anyone that he has met 
being from the school/Parish he served at. Lowery went on to explain that he feels it is inappropriate to have 
a relationship with a person that belongs to a Parish or school that he is affiliated with. Lowery stated that he 
would block that person if that situation ever happened.  Lowery was asked why he felt it would be 
inappropriate and he stated, “it is a power control thing”. Lowery elaborated on that comment by stating that 
he is in a position of authority and he would not have a relationship with a person from his parish. Lowery 
went on to say that he does not have friendships with persons in his parish and gave an example of not going 
to a parishioner’s house for dinner because he believed it was inappropriate. Lowery continued to shift in his 
chair and rubbing his head with his right hand on two occasions during this period of questions.  
 
Lowery was asked by Agent Miller to describe how the interactions with people that he meets on the apps 
takes place. Lowery stated that that he meets the person usually at a house. Lowery explained when asked if 
he has meet anyone in a vehicle? Lowery said that he has but not inappropriately.  Lowery was asked if he had 
ever had a sexual encounter in vehicle? Lowery responded with a pause that lasted approximately seven 
seconds and then stated, “Do you mean making out and things like that?”. Lowery was asked to explain what 
he meant by “things like that”.  Lowery described “things like that” as getting aroused by groping each other 
while sitting in a vehicle. Lowery described groping as physically touching each other’s penises. Lowery was 
asked if he has engaged in any other forms of sexual acts while in a vehicle to which Lowery stated “no”. 
Lowery defined being aroused as either or both persons having an erection. Lowery interrupted the 
conversation and asked, “where are you going with this”.  It was explained to Lowery that the Agents are 
doing their due diligence on tips that they have received about alleged misconduct. Lowery responded to that 
statement “So you have received an allegation against me”. Lowery continued and said that he is troubled and 
embarrassed by the allegation. Lowery continued stating that he has never intended to hurt anyone under the 
age of eighteen or over the age of eighteen for that matter. Lowery reaffirmed that his relationships were 
consensual and with persons that were eighteen years old or older. During this period of questions Lowery 
continued to periodically rub the top of his head with his right hand and shift in his chair.  
 
Agent Miller asked Lowery to describe his definition of consensual behavior. Lowery stated that he will ask the 
person he is with specifically if the act that is occurring is ok with them. If the other person initiates the 
contact, I assume it is consensual because I do not force them to do that, “I have never forced anyone to do 
anything with me”.  Lowery was asked if he has ever had a relationship with a person that has recognized him 
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and his profession. Lowery stated “yes”. Lowery stated that he did not recognize the person and if he had 
recognized the person it would have been something I would not have done. Lowery stated that on three 
separate occasions the person that he met with recognized him. Lowery stated that it was embarrassing.  
Lowery was asked to describe the most recent time that someone he met with recognized him. Lowery 
paused for approximately ten seconds, took a deep breath, and sighed. Lowery began by saying that it was 
embarrassing, I did not realize that the person knew me.  Lowery described the incident after he had met this 
person, the person messaged Lowery. The first message was Lowery’s first name (Shaun) and the follow-up 
message was Shaun Lowery’s title. Lowery stated that the communication was thru the app. Lowery was 
asked if he remembered when this incident had taken place. Lowery grabbed his phone and opened the black 
leather case that housed the iPhone and stated, “Do you want a date”. Lowery then sat back in his chair and 
told the Agents that he wants to be cooperative, but should he have an attorney. Agent Miller told Lowery 
that the conversation was completely voluntary, he was not under arrest and he could ask the Agents to leave 
at any time.  Lowery then stated, “Is there a reason that I should ask you to leave”. Agent Miller answered 
Lowery by telling him that the conversation is voluntary and the decision to have the Agents leave is his 
(Lowery) decision. We (Agents) cannot give guidance on the decision you can make; we are just having a 
conversation, so we can better understand the tip that came forward about you. Lowery asked if the Agents 
believed that he did something criminal, the Agents assured Lowery that their role in the investigation was to 
find the factual elements of the case. Lowery asked the Agents if he could get a glass of water from the 
kitchen, Lowery retrieved a dark colored travel mug that Lowery stated was his coffee. Lowery returned to the 
chair that he originally sat down in.  
 
Lowery resumed the conversation with the Agents by describing the first meeting he had that the other 
person recognized him. Lowery took a period thinking about when the incident had occurred, Lowery stated 
that it is one of those things where it is so embarrassing that you do not want to think about it. Lowery 
recalled one meeting where the person recognized him, he stated it was like a stalking situation where the 
other person researched him on social media (Facebook). Lowery went on to say that he and that person are 
now friends, not in a sexual way. When asked about how he reacts when someone recognizes him, he stated 
that he blocks them because it is not what he intended on happening, it would be inappropriate, and it would 
not go anywhere.  Lowery began to describe the most recent time that the person he met recognized him. 
Lowery stated that the person did not say anything till after the encounter and the person messaged him. 
Lowery was asked if he recognized him and he stated “no” and explained it as he meets fifteen to sixteen 
hundred people a weekend thru the church and there is no way to recognize everyone. Lowery was asked if 
the most recent incident if he believed that the person that recognized him was from the Parish. Lowery 
stated that it occurred in Ann Arbor and he speculated the person would be from Saint Francis’.  Lowery did 
not know if the person could have come from the parish or from the school. Lowery reiterated that he did not 
have much interaction with the students at school. Lowery continued by saying that the school only goes to 
eighth grade and he would know if a person who said they were eighteen but was only in eighth grade he 
would know that they would be lying.   
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Lowery describe the interactions that he has when he meets a person; Lowery stated that names are not 
always exchanged between the two persons interacting. Lowery stated that if names are exchanged that he 
will give his real name. When asked if he is worried about a person just Googling his name to find out about 
him, he said; No, most of the people he interacts with are not malicious.  Luckily, I have never encountered 
someone that was malicious, dangerous or a stalker type. Lowery was asked about the three incidents where 
he was recognized by the person he met. Two of the incidents were clarified but the third Lowery could not 
remember. Lowery stated that he would have to go back several years, he than stated that he had worked in 
Toledo (Ohio).  
 
Lowery went on to describe that when he is in contact with a person on the app, on occasions he has received 
and sent explicit photos of himself to the person prior to them meeting. Lowery stated that he did exchange 
explicit photos with the person he met in Ann Arbor.  Lowery surmised that the encounter in Ann Arbor 
occurred in February 2021 because he was in Ann Arbor for an eye doctor appointment. Lowery defined his 
understanding of explicit photos as of a nude person to include photos of the persons genitalia, specifically 
the penis. Lowery stated that he will only send the explicit photos when they are requested, he has received 
explicit photos from persons that he did not request. Lowery stated that when that happens, he will block that 
person because “it is just weird”. Lowery stated that the photos he sends and receives are thru the application 
that he is using. Lowery went on to say that when he sends an explicit photo to someone, he does not include 
his face in the photo. Lowery was asked if that photo would include his penis and Lowery answered “It would 
be”. When asked if he knew the name of the person, he met in Ann Arbor he stated that he did not know that 
person’s name. Lowery confirmed that he sent explicit photos to the person he met in Ann Arbor but does not 
know their name.  Lowery went on to say that he knew that person was at least eighteen because he asked 
him, and the site requires it. Lowery stated “Yes” when asked by Agent Miller if that is the process, he relies 
on to verify age.  
 
Lowery was asked about the exchange of explicit photos, specifically if he saves the photos. Lowery stated 
that you can save the photos by taking a screen shot of the photo and saving them. Lowery stated that he has 
done this in the past but does not believe he saved any explicit photos of the person he met in Ann Arbor. 
Lowery stated that generally he does not keep the photos on his phone but in a case where he did save them 
on his phone, he would delete them eventually.  
 
Agent Miller asked Lowery about the person he met in Ann Arbor. Lowery stated that they met in a parking lot 
in Lowery’s vehicle. Lowery stated that he communicated thru the app with the person in Ann Arbor, that 
person named a parking lot to meet in Ann Arbor. Lowery believed the parking lot was an elementary school 
on Packard Street. Lowery stated that the unknown person he met was not driving a car, the unknown person 
walked up to Lowery’s vehicle and got into the vehicle. Lowery stated that the unknown person wanted to do 
things that were sexual in nature in the vehicle. Lowery said he did not feel comfortable doing that in a school 
parking lot. Lowery said they drove in his vehicle over to the parking lot near where he had his eye doctor 
appointment. Lowery stated that he parked his vehicle away from the building in a parking lot that is adjoined 
to his eye doctors parking lot. Lowery described the interaction in the car as the unknown person-initiated 
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contact with Lowery’s penis using the person’s hand. The unknown person only using their hand on Lowery’s 
penis until Lowery ejaculated.  Lowery stated that he told the unknown person that we should not do this 
here and offered to drive the unknown person back to where they met (school lot). The unknown person said 
no and asked Lowery if he wanted the unknown person to go now? Lowery said “Yea that’s fine”. Lowery was 
asked if he knew the unknown persons name and Lowery said “no”. Lowery described the unknown person as 
having blonde hair, skinny, Caucasian, approximately same height as Lowery. Lowery was asked how old the 
unknown person was, Lowery hesitated then said, “Their profile said they were twenty-one” Lowery went on 
to say, “at least eighteen”. Lowery reaffirmed that he exchanged photos with the unknown person prior to 
them meeting.  
 
Lowery stated that within an hour after the interaction with the unknown person in Ann Arbor, Lowery 
received a message from that person via the app stating that they knew who Lowery was and used his first 
name and title. Agent Menard asked Lowery if the encounter with the unknown person was the first time 
Lowery had interacted with the unknown person. Lowery stated that they had been communicating via the 
app for approximately two months prior to them meeting.  Lowery stated that during those approximate two 
months Lowery and the unknown person would exchange messages and explicit photos. Lowery stated that 
he and the unknown person only had the one encounter. Lowery interrupted the conversation stating that he 
had an appointment with his spiritual Director at 1:30 PM but was willing to move it to a later time. Agent 
Miller excused himself from the room at this time to use the phone. Agent Miller went outside to call a 
prosecutor with the information from the interview, Specific to the seizure of Shaun Lowery’s phone for the 
purpose of getting a search warrant to forensically examining the phone.   
 
While Agent Miller was outside on the phone, Agent Menard and Lowery continued a general conversation 
about Lowery’s history. Lowery stated that prior to going to the Seminary he was a high school teacher, he 
spent eight years in the Seminary and became a Priest and served in Toledo Ohio, Adrian, Ann Arbor and 
Brighton.  Lowery went on to say that he has struggles with his vocation and with celibacy, Lowery said he is 
glad that the Attorney General’s Office is looking into theses cases. Lowery stated that he communicated with 
the unknown person in Ann Arbor for a month or two and the person never indicated that they knew Lowery. 
Agent Menard asked Lowery if there was anyway that he could look up past people on the app. Lowery stated 
that he does not backup any chats and if he blocked someone it is because he does not want to interact with 
them. Lowery was asked about photos that may be on his phone and Lowery stated that he only saves the 
photos prior to meeting the person so he knows what the person he is meeting looks like. Lowery stated that 
he generally does not keep the photos he receives very long; he deletes them or blocks the person on the app 
which then deletes the chat and photos from that person.  
 
Agent Miller returned to the living room. Lowery was asked if he is the only person that has access to his 
phone? Lowery stated that he is the only person with access. Agent Miller asked Lowery what the security 
code to his phone is, Lowery stated that it is face recognition and digits. Agent Miller asked Lowery if he would 
be willing to give the access code to the Agents? Prior to Lowery writing down his access code, the Agents 
explained the process of a forensic analysis on Lowery’s phone. Lowery after hearing the explanation wrote 
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the access code on Agent Millers note pad “7.4.3.6.3.3”.  Agent Miller then explained to Lowery that the 
Agents were going to seize his phone, procure a search warrant and then have a Forensic examination done 
on the phone. Lowery asked the Agents if he could use the bathroom, Agent Miller requested that Lowery 
leave the phone on the coffee table while Lowery went to the bathroom. Lowery returned from the bathroom 
and asked how long the Agents would have his phone, Lowery was told that he could get his phone at the 
completion of the investigation. Agent Miller restated to Lowery that Agents Miller and Menard are Law 
Enforcement, and a criminal investigation is being conducted. Lowery was informed that lying to the Police is 
a crime and if there were any statements that he wanted to change now would be his opportunity to do so. 
Lowery did not want to change any of his statements. Agent Miller explained to Lowery that during the 
conversation statements were made by Lowery that through the Agents experience and training made them 
believe that evidence of a crime may be on the phone. To preserve that evidence, the phone was being seized 
and the procurement of a search warrant will be sought, then a forensic examination done on the phone.  
 
Lowery started a conversation of the incident in Ann Arbor with the unknown male. Lowery stated when 
asked why he keeps going back to that incident, Lowery stated that it is the most recent. Lowery stated that 
the unknown person in Ann Arbor said that he was twenty-one, Lowery said he looked young but not fourteen 
or fifteen. Lowery continued to say that he would never have met anyone that he felt was younger than an 
adult.  
 
Agent Miller asked Lowery about his mental health and if Lowery had a person he could confide in to help him 
through the experience he is going through. Lowery stated yes that he would contact his spiritual Director for 
that help. The Agents ended the interview and Lowery walked the Agent out through the south entrance 
door.  
 
The above narrative is a synopsis of the conversation with Rev. Shaun Lowery at his residence on March 17th, 
2021. For exact words used during the conversation refer to the recording stored in the file in the S-drive.  
 
Agent Miller took possession of Lowery’s iPhone and placed the phone in airplane mode. The power was left 
on and the phone was transported to the Major Case Section evidence shelf located in suit 10-151 at 3030 
West Grand Blvd., Detroit MI 48202. Miller placed the phone under evidence tag# and plugged it into the wall 
socket located in the evidence room.  
 
STATUS: 
Open Pending Further Investigation. 
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